Dorothy Surphilis and Pat Calvelli are members at our Eastside Resource Center.
Documented Results

There’s nothing I like better than documented results — especially when those results prove that we’re making a difference.

In the case of our Community Care Connections service, we’re proving that our interventions are reducing hospitalizations and ED visits for older adults. As compared to 180 days before our involvement and 180 days after our involvement, 72% of patients had reduced ED visits and 65% of patients had fewer hospitalizations. You can learn more on the next page.

I’m also pleased that Lifespan is steadily growing to meet the age wave. In 2011, we interacted with about 25,000 older adults and caregivers. By 2016, that number grew to just over 32,000. Through new grants, we’ve hired additional staff, but in all honesty, Lifespan could not assist 32,000 people without our corps of almost 300 dedicated volunteers.

We recently asked them why they volunteer, what they get from volunteering and how they believe they help. You will find their quotes throughout this document. One stood out to me. Judith Laing, a volunteer in our Ombudsman service said, “When what I do makes others feel good, I feel good.”

Our volunteers serve in professional roles because we believe in utilizing their experience and talents. They advocate for nursing home residents. They help people understand Medicare. They lead fall prevention workshops and Living Healthy workshops. They visit older adults in their homes to help with financial tasks. They provide respite for caregivers. They say they get as much as they give, but we thank them for extending our reach by taking it on!

Ann Marie Cook

Ann Marie Cook
A vast wall that existed between medical providers caring for older adults and services like Lifespan’s has a few more dents thanks to our Community Care Connections service.

**Background:** In 2015, we received New York State funding to test integrating Lifespan’s services for older adults with medical care. Why? Because medical care is just one factor that impacts their health. Other factors include their ability to take the right medications, their supports at home, their access to transportation and their ability to understand medical instructions.

**How?** We embedded our social workers in five physician practices in Monroe, Ontario and Livingston counties, and we hired LPN nurses to help medically complex older adults navigate their care — at the medical location and at home.

**Our Goals**

- Prove that integrating community-based aging services with medical systems of care positively affects cost, quality and patient satisfaction.
- Reduce inappropriate hospitalizations and ED use.
- Determine which community-based aging services make a difference in health outcomes.
- Evaluate physician response to integration of Lifespan’s services.
- Reduce family caregiver stress.

**Spotlight on RESULTS!**

Our efforts are getting results! As evaluated by the New York Academy of Medicine:

- 72% of patients had fewer ED visits.*
- 65% of patients had fewer hospitalizations.*

*As compared to 180 days pre-service and at least 180 days of participation.

**ROI:** What about the return on investment?

The New York Academy of Medicine states, “The ROI estimates for the program are likely to be between $2.27 and $4.58 per dollar spent.” That translates to $3.2 million in cost avoidance for 500 patients. The Academy further states, “In sum, the Community Care Connections program generates substantial savings and has a high return on investment.”

“**We were referred by my mother’s doctor’s office, and we were so surprised to hear that a social worker was there to help us. We don’t know where we would be now if we had not been referred. She educated us about our mother’s diagnosis — which no one else had done. She impacted us tremendously, and we will forever be grateful for her. All doctors should have social workers.”**

Family member

“My patients benefit from the Lifespan care navigator who identifies their obstacles at home with medications and compliance issues. She provides us with greater insight into barriers to better health by assessing patients in their home environments. One change I would suggest is to have more navigators!”

Kipling Goh, MD, Canandaigua Medical Group
Our Year in Review

We Tore It Apart, Put It Back Together and Kept on Working!

After 16 years at our 1900 S. Clinton location, it was time for a renovation. We needed additional space for new staff and to hold workshops for greater numbers of older adults and caregivers. We added 2,000 square feet of conference room space, tore down walls, re-carpeted, repainted, and purchased remanufactured office furniture. The result is Lifespan 2.0 at our main office. The renovation was phased so that through four months of destruction and construction, we kept on working. A shout-out to the DiMarco Group, DeskSet and Merkel Donahue for their efforts. We love our updated space!

Care Coordination for Excellus Beneficiaries with Diabetes

Excellus awarded Lifespan a three-year contract to help older adults with diabetes navigate health care systems. We ensure patients understand medical instructions and have transportation to appointments. We also meet patients at appointments and report to family members when appropriate. Patients optionally attend our evidence-based Living Healthy with Diabetes workshop. Our goal is to decrease emergency room visits and avoidable hospitalizations. This is a three-year contract with 130 participants.

Boomers AA Meeting Added at Lifespan

The Boomers at Noon AA meeting fills a gap in support for this specific population. Boomers were born between 1946 and 1964, and the leading edge of this generation is turning 71 this year.

Awards

Art Mason, LMSW, director of our Elder Abuse Prevention program received the Resolutionary Award for his work to eradicate all forms of violence against those most vulnerable. The award recognizes professionals who demonstrate exemplary vision, leadership and determination while working in fields related to intimate partner, family, and sexual violence prevention.

Art also was named Human Services Social Worker of the Year by the Federation of Social Workers, Local 381.

Our Healthcare Coordination service won the Bank of America Impact Award and a $10,000 cash prize. The award is presented to a program that demonstrated measurable, positive results, and it is presented by the Rochester Business Journal and the United Way of Greater Rochester Inc.
A New Transportation Option: Vets Driving Vets
Lifespan’s Give-a-Lift program recruits volunteer drivers and works to launch new volunteer-based transportation options. We helped launch Vets Driving Vets. Nearly 100 rides a month were provided in the first few months of operation. This is a partnership with the Monroe County Veterans Service Agency in administering the PFC Dwyer grant, and in cooperation with CompeerCORPS which oversees its day-to-day operation.

Helping Residents Move Out of Nursing Homes
A Lifespan transition care coordinator is based at Monroe Community Hospital to help residents connect with services and supports that enable them to move to a lower level of care. A transition to a lower level of care saves money while providing care in a less restrictive setting. This service is funded by the New York State Balancing Incentive Program.

A New Office in Corning
To improve access to our Alzheimer’s caregiver services in the southern tier counties, we opened an office in the Corning YMCA.

Training UR Medicine Students and Physicians
Medical students and physicians from the University of Rochester spend days at Lifespan learning about the needs of older adults and about our services for older adults and caregivers. We mentored two fourth-year medical students from the UR School of Medicine and Dentistry in the completion of required Community Health Improvement projects. Through the UR Hoekelman Center, we welcomed Family Medicine and Family Medicine/Pediatric residents each month, and provided training for UR Geriatric Fellows about elder abuse and geriatric addictions.

Geographic Expansion for Enhanced Multidisciplinary Teams (EMDTs)
In EMDTs, professionals from multiple disciplines collaborate to investigate and intervene in cases of financial exploitation of older adults. We have teams working in seven upstate counties, and with funding from NYS, Lifespan is coordinating the expansion of EMDTs to 13 more counties. EMDTs have helped victims recoup more than $700,000 in restitution.

Expanding the Role of the New York State Caregiving & Respite Coalition
As part of our work managing the New York State Caregiving & Respite Coalition, we became a certified trainer for REST (Respite Education & Support Tool). In this role, we are training staff from older adult service providers and faith-based organizations across NYS to train others to be REST Companions™ who provide respite for caregivers.

We welcomed 19 new volunteer Ombudsmen.
We thank our volunteers!

“It helps meet my need to feel like I am contributing. Without my assistance, I know there are people who would not be able to deal with some of the complexities in the financial aspect of their lives.”

Randy Terho, a Financial Management volunteer

“Becoming a volunteer at Lifespan was one of the best decisions I could have made after retiring from nursing. It’s been extremely fulfilling, and I see the results of what I do as a volunteer on the faces of those who participate in our programs. It completely makes my day.”

Elaine Fulton, Matter of Balance coach

“I started volunteering ten years ago when the Part D Prescription Drug plans first came out. I had helped my mother with Medicare, and realized how hard it was for older people to understand. As a retiree, I had extra time so I thought it would be a good place to help other people.”

Norm Thayer, Health Insurance volunteer

“I volunteer because I think every individual who is able to ‘give back’ to the community in some way. I enjoy helping people ‘right their financial ship,’ and I help take away or reduce their angst/fears about their financial stability/future.”

Patti Rehman, Financial Management volunteer

“I enjoy volunteering because I’m always learning from older adults about the survival values of resilience, fortitude and hope. I also love the atmosphere at Lifespan and the dedication and spunk of its staff members.”

David Day, Matter of Balance coach
“I worked with older adults for 35 years as a nursing home administrator, and I know one’s finances is very important. I’m not only helping her with her finances, I’m also a social connection with the community. I know that makes a difference in her life.”

John Dem ske, Financial Management volunteer in Genesee County

“It’s rewarding to help people cope with the challenges of life by providing the tools to allow them to cope more effectively. Lifespan is very professional, well organized and an upbeat place to volunteer. I learn as much as I teach, that’s pretty cool!”

Ed Bullard, A Matter of Balance coach

“I know it makes a difference when people thank me for helping them learn something new that they feel improves their quality of life!”

Dale Heffer, Matter of Balance coach

“I volunteer for Lifespan because I enjoy teaching the Matter of Balance class and get so much out of spending time with the participants, watching them learn new strategies for fall prevention, engaging in conversations related to their own experiences.”

Mary Stazie, Matter of Balance coach

“When you spoke at our Kiwanis meeting, I felt the program was a good match for my time and skills. I think the greatest difference I can make is to bring joy that I am visiting the person and comfort to the family that someone else cares.”

Ann Kelly, Partners in Caring respite volunteer
“As a retired teacher, I was looking for a low-key way to do something meaningful, without lots of paperwork or meetings. Bob and I go on adventures’ most Fridays. He tells me dozens of times each week how he is thrilled to be ‘out and about.’”

Pete Weis, Partners in Caring respite volunteer

“I will get the reward of knowing I made a difference in the lives of the people I’ll serve. I will get to go home with a beaming smile because somebody said thank you to me and I could say you’re welcome, my pleasure.”

Howard Miller, new Ombudsman, Financial Management and Give-a-Lift volunteer

“Being a recent widow & retired, I needed a worthwhile purpose in my life. I found it with the Ombudsman program. I’m able to be part of helping residents with life’s problems by interacting with the nursing staff & families. The ongoing support from the staff is remarkable.”

Alice Estes, Ombudsman volunteer

“As a retired gerontological nurse, I feel called to use some of my retirement hours doing what I know. Yes, I help others, but also I’m able to keep my mind sharp as I visit with residents and come to their aid when concerns need to be addressed.”

Dotty Meddaugh, Ombudsman volunteer

“I have just taken the training, but I hope to feel connected to something bigger than myself and hope to make a difference to someone, one-on-one.”

Marlene Fisher, a new Ombudsman volunteer

“I volunteer to give back, or to pay it forward, in this case. Unfortunately, this is a nation that has demonstrated a lack of empathy or care for its older citizens. They can sometimes feel invisible and too often forgotten and or neglected. When what I do makes others feel good, I feel good.”

Judith Laing, Ombudsman volunteer
WOW Award Winner
Erin Callahan

At Lifespan, we strive to provide customer service that lives up to our “take it on with Lifespan” brand promise. Each month, staff members nominate each other for a “WOW!” award, and each year we choose one person to receive our annual WOW! Award. For 2016 that person is Erin Callahan in our Nursing Home Transition & Diversion service.

Erin received a distressed call from a son. His mom had developed a horrific pressure sore while living at a nursing home and had to be hospitalized. Though we had closed the case due to Department of Health regulations, Erin guided the son through the Department of Health complaint process, and assisted with advocacy at the hospital. The son wanted to take his mom home, and asked Erin for more help, but circumstances required hospice. Erin assisted him with making phone calls about his options — home hospice or facility-based hospice.

Erin’s supervisor nominated her for our WOW award saying, “Helping a former client’s son navigate end-of-life decisions is what exemplifies Erin’s commitment to everyone she serves. She embraced our ‘take it on’ culture as well as the ‘once a part of the Lifespan fold, always a part of the Lifespan fold’ culture.”
Our 2017 Celebration of Aging was a zoo!

Our guest speaker, 70-year-old Jack Hanna brought of few of his favorite animals to the Floreano Convention Center on March 30. A record 1,800 people learned about his life and “take it on” attitude. The event raised a record $297,000.

A very special thank you to the Daisy Marquis Jones Foundation for once again providing a two-to-one match of funds donated at the luncheon.

And, of course, we thank the many, very generous sponsors of the Celebration of Aging.

2017 Celebration of Aging Sponsors

SuperHero Sponsor
Hurlbut Care Communities

Hero Sponsors
Excellus
Five Star Bank
Laborers’ Local 435 LECET
Rochester Business Journal

Role Model Sponsor
EFPR Group, LLP and RHCC – Healthcare Consulting
Legacy Senior Living Communities
Rochester Regional Health

Take It On! Sponsors
Ames Amzalak Memorial Trust/Bond
Schoeneck & King PLLC/Jay R. Gelb & Company, P.C.
The Bonadio Group
Doyle Security Systems
Medical Monitoring
EZaccessMD
Harter Secrest & Emery LLP
Health Direct Pharmacy
Highland Hospital
Jewish Senior Life
Ontario Center for Rehabilitation and Healthcare
Seneca Park Zoo Society
Touching Hearts At Home
13WHAM
Woods Oviatt Gilman LLP

Circle of Friends Sponsors
Alzheimer’s Association
Atria Senior Living
Bond Financial Network
Boylan Code LLP
Brookdale Senior Living
Christopher Communications
CMI Communications
Crimson Ridge Senior Living
Episcopal SeniorLife Communities
Fairport Savings Bank
Friendly Senior Living
Genesee Health Facilities Association
HCR Home Care
Heather Heights of Pittsford
Heritage Christian Home Care
Holy Sepulchre Cemetery & Ascension Garden
Law Offices of Pullano & Farrow PLLC
Legacy Financial Planning
Lifetime Care Home Health and Hospice
Manning & Napier Benefits
Mason Marketing
Panther Graphics
PeerPlace Networks
Pittsford Insurance Agency, LLC
Ron and Kelly Ricotta
Rochester Management, Inc
Rochester Mobile X-Ray
Rochester Regional Joint Board
Special Care Systems
Spectrum Sports
St. Ann’s Community
Thomson Reuters
Tompkins Financial Advisors
Tipping Point Communications
Toshiba Business Solutions
Underberg & Kessler LLP
University of Rochester Medical Center
USA Payroll
YourCare Health Plan, A Monroe Plan Company
## Foundation/Corporate Support for Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Funder</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alzheimer’s Association</td>
<td>African-American Caregiver Supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daisy Marquis Jones Foundation</td>
<td>Renovation/Building Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davenport-Hatch Foundation</td>
<td>Renovation/Building Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deblinger Family Foundation</td>
<td>Caregiver Respite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episcopal SeniorLife Communities</td>
<td>Information &amp; Inspiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellus BlueCross BlueShield</td>
<td>Healthcare coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen L. Morris Foundation</td>
<td>Caregiver Respite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish Senior Life</td>
<td>Information &amp; Inspiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVP Healthcare</td>
<td>Powerful Tools for Caregiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The NYS Bar Foundation</td>
<td>Financial Services/Guardianship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Primary Care Network</td>
<td>Home Modification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochester Area Community Foundation;</td>
<td>Aging Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolores and Philip Neivert Ages &amp; Stages Fund</td>
<td>Healthcare Coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochester Area Community Foundation;</td>
<td>Renovation/Building Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox-Knoefel Family Fund</td>
<td>Information &amp; Inspiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilian J. &amp; Caroline F. Schmitt Foundation</td>
<td>Direct Client Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. John’s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Summers Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Financials
April 1, 2016 through March 31, 2017

#### Revenue
- Government Grants: $7,205,083
- Non-Government Grants: 1,154,997
- Donations/In-kind: 471,693
- Fee Income: 617,322
- United Way: 734,639
- Interest Income: 14,373
- Portfolio Income: 26,957
- Bridge to the Future Released: 66,519
- Fulfilling the Promise Released: 19,744

**Total Revenue**: $10,311,417

#### Operating Expenses
- Salaries: $5,232,044
- Fringes Benefits: 1,025,784
- Operating: 3,673,749
- Rent: 296,397

**Total Expenses**: $10,227,974

#### Expenses
- Program Services: $8,810,190
- Management and General: 1,121,827
- Fundraising: 295,957

**Total Expenses**: $10,227,974

Excess (Deficiency) of Support and Revenue over Expenses before Equity in Earnings of Eldersource and Future Care Planning: $83,443

**Total Assets**: $6,525,661
**Total Liabilities**: $1,598,607
**Unrestricted Net Assets**: $4,927,054

Please Note: These numbers are unaudited and do not reflect Future Care Planning.
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Pauline Anderson
Allan Anderson
In memory of
Burton August, Sr.
Barbara August
In memory of Rose Angeloff
Valerie Christianson
In memory of Ines Baranes
Kathiann Willis
In memory of Emily Howe & Cynthia Barden
Jim & Deb Allen
In memory of Cynthia Barrett
Kimberly Jackson
In memory of Gloria Beck
Laura Beck
In memory of Gloria Bello
Yvette Simons
In memory of Mike Blair
Leslie Blair
In memory of
Bernard Brody, M.D.
Jocelyn Hicks-Brody, Ph.D.
John & Elizabeth Keim
Rob & Carly Vanas
In memory of Tim Brown
Joseph & Mary Kathryn
Shanahan
Barbara VanGraafeiland
In memory of Joanne E. Brown
Eileen Wurzer
In memory of
Mary Buechel
Anne Johnson
In memory of Kay Burnett
Kitty Porterfield
In memory of Lois Buttino
Lynn Sullivan
In memory of Ida Capobianco
Robin Levitt
In memory of
Bessie Hargrove Cashwell
Virginia Graham
In memory of Shirley Caverly
Andrew Caverly
In memory of Connie Ceraci
Marie Standing
In memory of Walter Clein
Dorette Clein
In memory of Lyman Cokely
Lee Cokely
In memory of
Ann & Andy Colarutolo
Mary Telesca
In memory of
Dashell Colon-Johnson
McIntyre & Simon Colon
Migdalia Julia
In memory of
Linda Costanza Shepard
Theodore Shepard
In memory of
Isabel & Edward Daniels
Edwina Daniels
In memory of James Davison
Joan Roby Davison
In memory of
Anne Day
David & Anne Day
In memory of
Gerald DeGroot
Kenneth & Virginia Hall
In memory of Joan DeCeasre
Sherry Stephens
In memory of
Scott Dietz
Erica Dietz
In memory of
Mary DiNardo
Patrick & Mary Dinardo
In memory of
Jerry Dorion
Amy Spring
In memory of
Jaclyn Dragon
Karen Emerson
In memory of
Joy Duskin
Marcia Reaver
In memory of
Donald Ellinwood
Jean Ellinwood
In memory of
William Fabens
Philip Fabens-Jones
In memory of
John Fabris
Nicole Hushla Re
In memory of
Ruth Ferguson
Dorothy Ferguson
In memory of
Wayne Ford
Frances Font
In memory of
Mary Jane Fries
BridgePut Cudzilo
In memory of
Sara Young Gale
Ed Amico
Katherine DaCosta
Merlyn Hann
Robert & Merlyn Israel
James & Elaine Kraus
Joseph Pantaleo
Richard & Mary Jo Teneyck
In memory of
Richard Garcia
Rebecca Garcia Reilly
In memory of Thresa Giffy
Sharon Trest
In memory of
John Glennon
The Glennon Law Firm P.C.
In memory of Eileen Goodman
Evelyn Olsowicz
In memory of Grandma Grace
Audrey Wackerman
In memory of Grace Green
Rosa Taylor
In memory of Grace Guarino
Carol Wilke
In memory of Nancy Haelen
Laurie Haelen
In memory of Milo Hake
Mary Cassidy
In memory of Lou Ann Haney
Sandra Pennisi
Patty Yahn-Urulaub
In memory of Elma Hartman
Jessica Mead
In memory of Aimee Hester
Diana Green
In memory of Mr. & Mrs. Hester
Tamra Thompson
In memory of Anne & Art St. Hilaire
Arthur St. Hilaire
In memory of Chuck & Irene Hilbert
Charles Hilbert
In memory of Willie Bea Hill
John Hill
In memory of Leo Holihan
John & Marguerite Holihan
In memory of Nancy Hoxie
Kathleen Pilletteri
In memory of Joe Hubner
Ruth Hubner
In memory of Anne Hutchins
Donald Hutchins
In memory of Shirley Isaac
James Isaac
In memory of Joyce
Richard Burlingham
In memory of Agnes Kanis
Harold Kanis
In memory of Katherine & Judy
C. Suzanne Jakubowski
In memory of Jean Kazmierczak
Margaret Barrett
Wendy Calia
Renee Casler
Vernon Evenson
Kathleen Gailies
Stacey Green
Crystal Lassau
Mary Margaret McDonough
Elizabeth McTigue
Brian Schmidt
Jeanne Siefert
William & Susan Stilain
Michelle Wilmot
In memory of Betty Kuehl
Misty Boldt
In memory of Angelo & Mary Labbate
Constance Coops
In memory of Mary Lancaster
William Davis
In memory of Michael Ledtky
Janice Ledtky
In memory of Norman Leenhouts
Cheryl Orchard
In memory of Mary Leone
Phillip Phillips
In memory of Thomas Maggio
Sue Clark
Ann Marie Cook
In memory of Kurt Maier
Sally Stapley
In memory of Margaret Martin
Erin Fennell-Lincoln
In memory of Jean & Arthur Mclean
Kathleen Mclean
In memory of Blou McClellan
Marilyn McClellan
In memory of Gloria McDermott
Tom & Carol McDermott
In memory of Andrew Mitrano
Giovanna Lermiiaux
In memory of Michael Mitrano
Jessica Mitrano
In memory of Ada & Lewis Neary
Thomas & Sally Bull
Barbara Neary
In memory of Nettie
Joni Steinman
In memory of Frank & Jo Polamore
Stephen & Kathleen Krauss
In memory of Mary Paldar
Gregg & Linda Joss
In memory of Patricia Palmer
Margarita Hernandez
In memory of Bill Papalia
Wilma Papalia
In memory of Helen Pappas
Athena Jameisson
In memory of Gregory Parris
Myra Parris
In memory of Henry & Clara Paruicki
Anne Marie Milazzo
In memory of Fino Pavone
Angela Pavone
In memory of Bernie Pires
& Anthony Pires, Sr.
Arthur Pires
In memory of George & Arlie Powers
Carol Powers
In memory of Blanche Powers
Blanche Shearer
In memory of John Preston
David Mirabelli
In memory of David Preston
Matthew & Melissa Yacuzzo
In memory of Beryl Punt
Sharon Cackett
In memory of Ursula Reiners
Ann Weintraub
In memory of Catherine Rhodes
Nancy Rhodes
In memory of Nova Robbins
Susan Robbins Sorci
In memory of Carl Rosati
Joan Rosati
In memory of Patricia Rose
Keith & Barbara Conrad
Richard & Nancy Centerline
Marcia Davis
Carole Day
Leslie Didrio
Ronald & Michaela LaMagna
James & Josephine McAlpin
Margaret Nolan
Paul Tailie
In memory of Jim Rouvina
Caroline Rouvina
In memory of Rosemary Sabatino
Madeline Vivenzio
In memory of Donald Sand
Tom & Sherri Normand
In memory of Larry Sanderson
Eric Greenly
Robert & Carolyn Hotchkiss
Anna Miller
Thomas & Laurie Pelletier
Xerox Corporation
In memory of Domenic Santilli
Joanne Santilli
In memory of Joseph Saurini
Jack Doyle
In memory of Bettie Schnarr
Madeline Vivenzio
In memory of Tom Scudder
Michael Scudder
In memory of Michael Sloan
Patrick Sloan
In memory of Josephine Snider-Wife
Raymond Snider
In memory of Donald Snyder
Dorothy Snyder
In memory of Paula Soprano
Samantha Holm
In memory of Lenore Spindelman
Barbara Case
In memory of Ramona Stalnaker
David & Dale Heffer
In memory of John Taylor
Jamie Frumusa
In memory of Joe Territo
Rochester Airport Marriott
In memory of Lydia Timmons
Jack Timmons
In memory of James Tomlinson, Sr.
Kelly Kolyer
In memory of Ann Townsend
Glen & Linda Fletcher-Sickels
Hugh & Norma Ratigan
Frances Welker
In memory of Wanda Utter
Joe Grizzanti
In memory of Joan Vawter
Doris Green
In memory of Mary Lou Vawter
Kathleen Consler
Ann Darloy
Robert & Kathleen Donahue
Karen Harris
Alan Hyatt
Donald Klehr
Igino & Karen Masi
Brian Ward
Richard & Alyssa Weber
In memory of Rocco Vivenzio, M.D.
Thomas & Rosanne Agati
Anonymous
Mary Beer
Erin Brooks
Thomas Caprio, M.D.
Margaret Mary Crisafulli
Megan Crocca
Joseph & Rosanna Grasta
William Hall
Shireen Haynes
Caren Humphrey
James & Roberta Jennings
Richard & Linda Jones
Lawrence & Randy LaRusso
Louis & Karin Masi
Dr. Daniel & Linda Mendelson
Randall & Patty Phillips
Jack & Roseanne Rizzo
Rajaeatchumy Sathanasivam
Liz Tyson
Kate Vivenzio
Laura Vivenzio
Madeline Vivenzio
Maria Vivenzio
Blake & Karen Webber
In memory of Rocco Vivenzio, M.D. & Rosemary Vivenzio Sabatino
Richard & Sally Daddario
In memory of Ruth Ward
Christina Kolankiewicz
In memory of Charles Welch
Claire Welch
In memory of Marie Whalen
Susan Whalen
In memory of Edith Whitaker
Suzanne Feather

Lifespan’s Circle of Life Society members include anyone who has made known they have made a bequest to Lifespan through their Will or Trust OR has designated Lifespan as the beneficiary of a retirement or life insurance plan. Patrick Aquilina+ Rachel & David Bandich Ann Marie Cook George & Mary Brennan-Hayes Art Hirst Ray & Laura Humphrey Lawrence Martin Steve Meyer Linda Shepard+ Meredith Sorensen Bernice Stauber+ Will Irwin + Deceased

Thank You!
Our Mission

Lifespan helps older adults take on both the challenges and opportunities of longer life. Lifespan is a trusted source of unbiased information, guidance, services, training and advocacy for older adults, caregivers and the community.

Photos: Gelfand Piper Photography